Fixed and adjustable rack mount brackets provide a stable platform for mounting VESA mount compatible monitors in EIA equipment racks.

The fixed mounting bracket **RMVF-03** has VESA mount holes for 75x75 mm, 100x100 mm and 100x200 mm monitors. The bracket mounts in 3U (5.25") of vertical rack space and positions the attached monitor 1.6" in front of rack mount rails. The bracket can also be supplied with an **RMVS-01/02** shelf attached to allow use of space behind the monitor for additional equipment storage.

The adjustable mounting bracket **RMVA-04** has VESA mount holes for 75x75 mm and 100x100 mm monitors. 100x200 mm monitors can be mounted with an adapter plate. This bracket mounts in 4U (7.0") of vertical rack space and allows the attached monitor to be titled in the down (or up) direction. The bracket in and out depth is also adjustable in 4 different increments. The bracket can also be supplied with an **RMVS-01/02** shelf attached to allow use of space behind the monitor for additional equipment storage.

We offer OEM and custom designs for your applications. Contact us for additional information.